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Abstract
We identify the main shock driving the covariance of the labor market and output. The shock drives strong business cycle comovement among output, consumption,
investment, hours, and stock prices but is essentially orthogonal to business cycle fluctuations in TFP. Yet, the shock is associated with future persistent TFP fluctuations,
consistent with theories of technology news. A standard labor search model in which
wages are determined by a cash flow sharing rule, rather than the net present value
of match surplus, matches the observed responses to TFP news. The response of the
wage implied by this rule is consistent with the empirical responses of a broad panel
of wage series.
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Introduction

Over the last two decades, macroeconomists have become increasingly skeptical that technology could be the primary driver of business cycle fluctuations, particularly in the labor
market. From a theoretical perspective, this skepticism is rooted in the critique of Shimer
(2005) that theories of flexibly-bargained wages cannot give rise to fluctuations in firm vacancy postings and therefore in employment. The alternative of fixed or extremely sticky
wages, proposed by Hall (2005) and explored quantitatively by Gertler et al. (2008), could
resolve the conundrum, save for mounting evidence of substantial wage flexibility in practice (Haefke et al., 2013; Kudlyak, 2014; Basu and House, 2016). Proponents of technology
shocks have also faced the rather compelling counterpoint that fluctuations in the labor
market do not seem to coincide with contemporaneous measures of productivity (Angeletos
et al., 2019).
In this paper, we revisit the arguments against TFP as a primary driver of labor market
fluctuations and conclude that the evidence against TFP may be less conclusive than initially
appears. We begin our paper with a simple empirical VAR exercise, in which we identify
in an agnostic way the “main” shock driving joint fluctuations in output and hours. The
shock we uncover drives roughly half of business-cycle frequency fluctuations in standard
macroeconomic aggregates, including hours, but only small and statistically insignificant
fluctuations in contemporaneous TFP. Yet, at horizons beyond the typical business cycle, we
find the shock is associated with a strong and extremely persistent increase in productivity:
our identified shock strongly resembles a classic “news” shock.
We then ask if a standard search and matching model of the labor market can match
the observed responses of business cycle quantities to a TFP news shock of the type we
observe in the data. To this end, we perform an impulse response matching estimation
exercise matching a theoretical model to our estimated impulse responses. Our model for
this exercise is a real business cycle model with a matching friction in the labor market and
two standard extensions: capital adjustment costs and consumption habit formation.
The ability of labor matching models to generate fluctuations in the labor market depends
heavily on how wages are determined. Given the considerable disagreement about how to
best model wage setting, and the open debate about the best empirical measures of wages,
we perform our initial impulse response matching exercise without imposing any structure on
the wage ex ante. Our exercise thus chooses the process for the wage that is most consistent
with the observed responses of quantities.
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Our estimation exercise delivers two main results. First, we find that the model — which
has very few free parameters apart from the flexible wage process — does an excellent job at
matching the impulse responses we find in the data. Second, we find that the implied wage
process follows a distinctive pattern: Wages fall modestly during the anticipation period
ahead of the TFP shock, and then rise quickly when the shock is realized. The estimated
wage process is thus inconsistent with a model of extremely sticky real wages, but also hard
to align with a model of constant-share Nash bargaining, which cannot cause wages to fall
significantly in response to higher expected future product of labor.
A natural question then arises: What sort of wage determination mechanism would be
consistent with our estimated “agnostic” wage process? It turns out that our estimated wage
process is consistent with a model in which wages are driven primarily by current cash flows,
rather than the net present value of match surplus. We thus propose a simple model of wage
determination according to which workers receive a pro rata share of firms’ available cash
flow after accounting for payments to capital and the costs of hiring. This model of wage
setting closely resembles the model studied by den Haan and Kaltenbrunner (2009), and
entails only a single free parameter. We re-estimate our model using the flow-based wage
determination mechanism and show that the model fit, the model-implied impulse responses,
and the implied wage are all virtually identical to the results from the fully agnostic wage
specification we originally estimated.
Our model of wage determination has two key elements. First, the wage splits currentperiod cash flows, rather than the present discounted value of match surplus as in Nash
bargaining. This feature is essential for matching the large observed response of employment
and output to news about the future before the shock is actually realized: In our model, good
news about the future stimulates hiring today via the frictional matching process, which in
turn increases employment, reduces labor’s marginal product and cash flows per worker, and
so reduces wages. When the shock is finally realized and labor becomes more productive,
the wage rises in response to the increased revenue flows associated with higher productivity.
Because it is based on a present value calculation, a Nash bargained wage could never
support a similar expectations-driven boom. For, any potential boom in employment and
consumption today would lower future consumption growth, raising the present value of
future cash flows and hence the Nash bargained wage itself. This negative feedback precludes
a model with simple Nash bargaining from generating a boom in output and employment
ahead of the realization of the shock.
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Second, for our model of wage determination to match the data, the fraction of flow
surplus accruing to households must be relatively high. This feature is closely related to the
observation of Hagedorn and Manovskii (2008) that when firms receive a small fraction of
flow surplus, small changes in productivity translate to large (in percentage terms) changes
in flow profits and thus have an outsize effect on vacancy posting incentives. This effect is
capable of generating large booms in response to anticipated changes in productivity because
matching frictions pull forward the benefits of hiring, but only when those benefits are not
offset by a forward-looking wage process such as Nash bargaining.
We conclude our main results by showing that the wage process we estimate is consistent
with a variety of existing measures of the aggregate wage. To do this, we consider a panel of
19 commonly-used wage measures collected from various sources. Our first (and preferred)
measure of the wage is aggregate wage and salary payments to labor in the private sector
(compiled by the BEA) divided by total private sector hours worked. The response of this
wage to our identified shock is in fact very similar to what our model predicts: The wage
falls on impact and then eventually rises following TFP.
In addition to this series, we present a set of aggregate and sector-level wage series
prepared by the BLS, and the new-hire wage series generated by Basu and House (2017).
The responses of these variables to our identified shock differ substantially, but two patterns
emerge. First, of the 19 series, all but 4 fall on impact according to our point estimates, and
none is significantly positive. Second, virtually all of the wage series exhibit upward-sloping
patterns in the period after the identified shock. In these respects, our panel of wage data is
quite consistent with the wage process we estimate; indeed, our estimated wage process lies
within the range of estimated responses in the panel for at least 10 years after the shock.
Our results are robust to a wide range of specifications of the empirical VAR, including
different lag lengths, VECM estimation with one or more trends, and including additional
variables in our VAR. We also show that the main features of the shock could also be
recovered via an identification procedure that seeks to explain the maximal variation in future
forecast revisions of TFP. In this respect, our agnostic identification procedure recovers the
same shock that is recovered by a common approach that has been specifically designed to
isolate news shocks.
Our results lead us to the conclusion that news about technology could well play an
important role in driving the business cycle, including for the labor market. This result
contrasts with some recent findings in the literature. In particular, though our methodology
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is similar to Angeletos et al. (2019), they find that TFP cannot be the “main business
cycle” shock. The crucial difference between our respective approaches is that, in their
identification procedure, Angeletos et al. (2019) specifically target narrow portions of the
spectrum, focusing on business cycle fluctuations between 6 and 32 quarters in the frequency
domain, while we consider fluctuations at horizons of up to 500 quarters.1
Our empirical results are also related to a long literature seeking to identify news shocks
in VARs, notably Barsky and Sims (2011) and more recently Kurmann and Sims (2017) and
Bouakez et al. (2019). In fact, our main empirical results are recovered if we employ the
indentation approach of Kurmann and Sims (2017), who seeks to identify the shock that best
explains forecast revision in TFP in the distant future. Nevertheless, our empirical exercises
give somewhat different results and our focus on the cyclicality of real wages and theories of
labor market search is quite different from theirs.2
Recently, Faccini and Melosi (2019) have estimated a structural labor search model with
sticky wages, and also find that expectations shocks play a crucial role in driving the labor
market. Our semi-structural empirical approach reinforces these findings, and allows us to
easily incorporate additional evidence on how wages respond to news shocks.
From a theoretical perspective, our paper is most related to den Haan and Kaltenbrunner
(2009), which motivates our choice of a structural wage-setting mechanism. That paper was
among the first to demonstrate that news shocks can, in principle, drive an immediate
expansion in employment. We build on that paper by providing new empirical evidence in
support of news shocks and showing that a model with capital adjustment costs and habit
formation can quantitatively match the empirical responses of macroeconomic aggregates
generated by such shocks, particularly measured investment. Theodoridis and Zanetti (2016)
consider a search and matching model with Nash bargaining and several shocks, including
news about TFP. While they find that news shocks are important for explaining consumption
and investment dynamics, their model requires both job destruction shocks and shocks to the
matching function to account for labor market dynamics. We provide quantitative evidence
that news shocks alone can provide a compelling account of business cycles—including labor
1
Our results do not depend on going this far out and are essentially identical so long as we consider
frequencies corresponding to periods of at least 100 quarters. Narrowing the range beyond this gradually
changes our results to look more like those in Angeletos et al. (2019).
2
When we use the shock identified by Kurmann and Sims (2017) on our sample period (i.e. through
2018Q4), hours rise. However, when we instead use their sample period (i.e. through 2007Q3), hours do not
always rise on impact. Our approach consistently gives a positive impact for hours across sample periods
and specifications.
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markets—with the right wage-setting mechanism.
Finally, the paper is related to Christiano et al. (2016), who also do an impulse response
matching exercise with a labor search model. However, they do not consider the possibility
of news shocks, which appear to be crucial in our data. Hall (2017) has argued that the data
support a strong connection between stock market valuation and labor markets, a finding
which our empirical and theoretical exercise supports.
This paper proceeds as follows. In Section 2, we describe our main empirical exercise
aimed at identifying the shock that drives the covariance of output and hours. Section 3
describes a theoretical labor search model with an anticipated productivity shock. Section
4 estimates the parameters of the model needed to match our estimated impulse responses
and discusses the implications of the estimation exercise for a plausible model of wage determination, as well as the relation with empirical measures of the wage. Section 5 argues that
a flow-based surplus sharing model of the wage can fit the data well. Section 6 concludes.

2

Empirical Exercise

Our baseline empirical specification consists of a vector-autoregression of the form
Yt = B(L)Yt−1 + At ,

(1)

where Yt is a vector of observed variables, B(L) contains the weights on past realizations
of Yt , t is a vector of structural economic shocks, and A is the structural matrix that our
procedure seeks to identify from the set of estimated residuals, µt ≡ At .
We take as our baseline set of variables Yt ≡ [T F Pt , GDPt , Ct , Ht , SPt ]0 , which includes
utilization-adjusted TFP from Fernald (2014), real per-capita GDP, real per-capita consumption, real per-capita investment, per-capita hours, and the real stock price. We estimate the
VAR in levels via OLS and include four lags in the polynomial B(L). Our sample ranges
from 1966Q1 to 2018Q4. Additional details on data construction are provided in Appendix
C.
We also consider a set of auxiliary variables, Wt , that includes 19 measures of the hourly
wage drawn from several sources. The wage series are related to current and past observations
of Yt according to
Wt = Γ(L)Yt + vt
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(2)

where the coefficient matrix Γ(L) includes the same number of lags (four in our baseline)
as the VAR in (1) and is estimated via OLS. We can thus construct impulse responses for
any auxiliary wage measure in Wt using the responses of the variables Yt and the estimated
values of Γ(L).

2.1

Identification Approach

We employ an approach to identifying the matrix A in the family of “max-share” approaches
first introduced by Uhlig (2003). These approaches identify the shock which explains the
largest portion of some covariance matrix implied by the model in (1), and have been used
widely in the structural VAR literature.3
Like Angeletos et al. (2019), we target a moment extracted from the frequency domain,
but our target is different in two respects. First, we target the covariance matrix of output
and hours, rather than targeting a single variable (e.g. output only) at a time. In this respect, we are explicitly directing our procedure to identify the shock that drives comovement
between output and the labor market. Second, we target a wider band of frequencies than
do Angeletos et al. (2019), who attempt to isolate the sources of business cycle comovements
from the sources of comovement at longer frequencies.
Specifically, define
φ(z) ≡ (I − B(z))−1 A

(3)

as the z transfer-function associated with the MA-infinity representation of equation (1).
Further, let s be a matrix selecting the target variables of interest. In our baseline case,
s = [e2 , e5 ]0 , where ei is the ith column basis vector. The covariance associated with spectra
of periodicity p ≡ [p1 , p2 ] is given by
Σsp

1
≡
2π

Z

2π/p1




0
sφ(e−iλ ) sφ(eiλ ) dλ.

(4)

2π/p2

Conversely, the contribution of each shock to the variance in the same range is given by
Ωsp

1
≡
2π

Z

2π/p1



0 

sφ(e−iλ ) sφ(eiλ ) dλ.

(5)

2π/p2

We can then find the shock that explains the most of Σsp by computing q1 , the eigenvector
3

See Francis et al. (2014), who build on Uhlig (2003, 2004) and Faust (1998).
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Figure 1: Impulse responses to identified shock.
associated with the largest eigenvalue of Ωsp and setting
A = Âq1 ,

(6)

where Â is the Cholesky decomposition of the matrix Σu ≡ cov(µt ).
In contrast to Angeletos et al. (2019), we consider a wider range of spectra, with periodicity p = [6, 500] quarters, because we do not want to impose an ex ante separation between
the shocks that drive the business cycle and those that drive longer-run fluctuations. In
practice, this is little different than considering unconditional covariances, but it has the advantages of (i) excluding extremely short-range fluctuations that might be associated with,
e.g., measurement error, and (ii) remaining feasible even if the estimated process has a unit
root and unconditional variances are not defined, as would occur should we estimated (1) as
a VECM.

2.2

Results

Figure 1 presents the impulse responses to our identified shock selected to explain the covariances of output and hours, along with 80% confidence bands from a bias-corrected bootstrap.
The Figure shows that our shock drives large and significant immediate fluctuations in out7

Table 1: Variance decompositions of VAR variables
Frequency (Quarters)

TFP

Y

C

I

N

S&P

Business Cycle (6-32)
Medium run (32-100)
Long run (100-500)

0.149
0.148
0.710

0.433
0.647
0.803

0.658
0.784
0.802

0.384
0.488
0.758

0.539
0.644
0.735

0.166
0.129
0.396

put, consumption, investment and employment, as well as a substantial though marginally
significant response in stock prices. Moreover, while the responses of most of these variables
are larger in the short run, they are extremely persistent, with both output and consumption
significantly positive ten years after the shock.
Central for our insights in this paper is the response of utilization-adjusted TFP, our
preferred measure of production technology. On impact of the shock, TFP is unchanged and
then falls modestly (and insignificantly) for several quarters, before it begins a gradual rise
that becomes statistically significant after roughly seven years. This pattern of productivity
is consistent with the idea of a “news” shock and it is this interpretation that we explore in
the following sections.
Table 1 presents the variance decomposition for our shock across three portions of the
spectrum, corresponding to business cycle frequencies (6-32 quarters), medium run (32-100
quarters) and long run (frequencies greater than 100 quarters). The table shows that all of the
quantity variables are substantially explained by the identified shock, with the contribution
of the shock rising to well over 50% at longer horizons for variables other than the stock
market.
Crucially (and consistent with the finding of Angeletos et al., 2019), we find that TFP
fluctuations are essentially orthogonal to the effects of this shock at business cycle and
even at medium run frequencies. It is only at periodicities of over 100 periods that the
strong connection between our shock and productivity appears. These results are precisely
consistent with the idea that expectations about very long-run productivity are playing a
central role in driving fluctuations at shorter horizons, echoing the theories and structural
estimation results of Blanchard et al. (2013) and Chahrour and Jurado (2018).
To understand the effect that the shock has on wages, we produce impulse responses
for a number of empirical wage measures to our identified shock. These wage responses are
displayed in Figure 2. Our preferred measure of the aggregate wage (aggregate wage and
salary payments to labor in the private sector divided by total private sector hours worked)
8

Figure 2: Wages responses to labor market shock.
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displays two distinctive features. First, the wage falls modestly on impact. Second, the
wage grows quickly as TFP begins to rise. The responses of the other wage series exhibit
considerable heterogeneity but generally reflect similar patters: At their point estimates, all
but four fall on impact, none is significantly positive, and nearly all of the series appear to
grow over the horizon of the response.
Apparently, the data suggest that a productivity news shock could potentially play a central role in driving business cycle fluctuations, as well as longer-term changes in macroeconomic aggregates. Standard models, however, will have trouble rationalizing these patterns.
Real models with flexible prices will not generally be able to produce an expansion during the
anticipation period. By contrast, new-Keynesian models with sticky prices can explain the
expansion during the anticipation period, but will generally lead TFP improvements to be
contractionary for labor when they are realized (Basu et al., 2006). In the next sections, we
explore the ability of a real model with a non-standard specification of the wage to account
for our empirical results.
2.2.1

Relationship to News Shock procedure

One advantage of our approach to identifying a shock using the comovement of output and
hours is that we do not commit ex ante to any particular interpretation of the shock. Given
our finding that our identified shock closely resembles a news shock, however, it is natural
to ask if we would have found the same impulse responses had we used a more standard
approach to identifying news.
The answer, it turns out, is yes. In Appendix D, we present impulse responses for
our baseline shock and for the long-horizon identification procedure used by Kurmann and
Sims (2017). As the figure in the appendix shows, we find impulse responses that are
extremely similar to the news responses that their alternative procedure identifies. We read
this evidence as corroborating our interpretation that the shock we identify is, in fact, a
news shock.

3

Model

The economy consists of a representative household and a representative firm who each
trade in markets for consumption, labor and capital. Consumption and capital markets are
competitive, while transactions in labor markets are subject to search and matching frictions
10

in the spirit of Mortensen and Pissarides (1994).

3.1

Households

The representative household consists of a continuum of ex ante identical members who are
either employed or searching for work. The household derives utility at time t from consumption according to the period utility function u(ct ; Ct−1 ), where ct is household consumption
and Ct−1 is lagged aggregate consumption capturing the habit stock in the economy.4 Each
period, non-employed workers search for a match in the labor market. Searching members
match with probability pt . Moreover, newly-created matches become productive within the
period, so that unemployment is given by the measure of searchers who failed to match
1 − nt = (1 − pt ) st ,

(7)

where nt denotes the measure of currently matched workers and (1 − pt ) st denotes the measure of searchers who failed to find a match in period t.5 Each period, previously productive
matches dissolve with exogenous probability λ, so that employment evolves according to
nt = (1 − λ)nt−1 + pt st .

(8)

In addition to choosing its consumption, the household also chooses a level of investment
subject to a capital adjustment cost. The law of motion for the stock of capital is given by
kt+1 = (1 − δ)kt + it ,

(9)

where δ is the depreciation rate of the capital stock.
The household budget constraint is given by

ct + it + τt = Rt kt + Wt nt + (1 − pt )st κt + dt − kt Φk

it
kt


.

(10)

The household takes the rental rate of capital, the wage rate of labor, and benefits paid to
unemployed workers (Rt , Wt and κt respectively), as given. It also receives dt , lump-sum
dividends from firms, and pays τt , a lump-sum tax used to finance any exogenous stream
4

We assume external habits as is common in the literature, and suppress dependence of u() on Ct−1 .
This timing convention is consistent with the evidence on labor market flows at quarterly frequency. See
Davis et al. (2006).
5
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of government expenditures and unemployment benefits. The benefit paid to unemployed
workers is assumed to be a fixed fraction of the current wage rate, κt = κWt .
The representative household’s problem may thus be expressed as
max

ct ,it ,ut ,nt ,kt+1

E0

∞
X

β t u(ct )

s.t. (9) and (10).

(11)

t=0

The first-order conditions for investment, it , and capital next period, kt+1 , are given by
µK
t



Φ0k



it
kt



= uc,t 1 +




 
 
it+1
it+1 0 it+1
K
K
+
Φ
µt = Et β (1 − δ)µt+1 + uc,t+1 Rt+1 − Φk
kt+1
kt+1 k kt+1

(12)
(13)

where µK
t denotes the Lagrange multiplier on the law of motion for capital in (9).

3.2

Firms

The representative firm chooses labor, capital and vacancy postings to maximize the present
value of real dividends, discounted according to the consumer’s stochastic discount factor.
The firm produces output with a production function of the form
yt = F (kt , Xt nt ),

(14)

where Xt is a non-stationary labor-augmenting technology shock.
Our main shock is a news shock about future Xt . Define the growth rage of productivity
γx,t ≡ Xt /Xt−1 , and the long-run growth rate γx . We assume that productivity growth
follows an AR(1) process with news,
log(γx,t /γx ) = ρx log(γx,t−1 /γx ) + x,t−h .

(15)

In equation (15), the shock x,t−h first influences productivity at time t but is observed by
agents at time t − h. We refer to h as the time horizon of the news shock.
The law of motion of employed labor from the firm’s perspective is given by
nt = (1 − λ)nt−1 + qt vt
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(16)

where vt denotes vacancies posted in the labor market and qt denotes the probability of a
vacancy returning a match. The firm’s profit maximization problem is thus
max E0

vt ,nt ,kt

∞
X

β t uc,t [yt − Wt nt − Rt kt − an vt ]

s.t. (14) and (16)

(17)

t=0

where an is the cost of posting a vacancy. The first-order condition for capital is given by
Fk,t = Rt .

(18)

The first-order conditions for vacancies and employment, respectively, are
µN
t =

an
qt

(19)


N
µN
t = Fn,t − Wt + (1 − λ)Et Ωt,t+1 µt+1 .

3.3

(20)

Government

The government runs a balanced budget, financing an exogenous stream of aggregate purchases Gt through lump-sum taxes τt net of unemployment benefit transfers (1 − pt )st κt :
Gt = τt − (1 − pt )st κt .

(21)

To maintain balanced growth, we follow Schmitt-Grohé and Uribe (2012) in assuming that
government spending gradually adjusts to restore the long-run share of government spending
in the economy,

Gt = Gt−1

3.4

Gt−1
ḡ

 φg
.

(22)

Wages

In search and matching models such as the one described above, the presence of matching
frictions gives rise to positive match surplus that is split by the wage. Any wage yielding
weakly positive surplus for the firm and the worker is consistent with equilibrium. The basic
theory thus provides little guidance on how to model wage setting. Furthermore, there is
considerable disagreement about the best empirical measure of wages, making it difficult to
elicit direct empirical guidance regarding the best model of wage setting.
13

Table 2: Calibrated Parameters
Parameter

Concept

Value

β
σ
κ
α
δ
λ
ρx
σx
an
φx
γx

Discount factor
Risk Aversion
Replacement rate
Capital share
Depreciation rate
Separation rate
TFP growth (persistence)
TFP growth (SD)
Vacancy posting cost
Wage error-correction
long-run growth

0.990
1.500
0.600
0.320
0.030
0.080
0.900
0.050
0.301
0.050
1.004

We therefore specify for our baseline an “agnostic” wage, which places essentially no a
priori structure on how wages can respond to shocks. In particular, we model wage growth
as an MA(H) process augmented with an error-correcting term designed to ensure that the
wage eventually returns to its long run level. Specifically, we assume
∆wt = γ(L)t − φx (wt−1 − xt−1 ),

(23)

where wt ≡ log(Wt ), xt ≡ log(Xt ), and ∆wt ≡ log(wt ) − log(wt−1 ).
Accordingly, our wage process admits H + 2 free parameters (H + 1 associated with the
polynomial γ(L) plus φx ). In Section 5, we propose a cash flow-based structural description
of wages that contains only a single free parameter, and explore how well it can reproduce
our agnostic estimates of the wage process described above.

4

Estimation and Results

We calibrate a large set of parameters, since most of the structural (non-wage) parameters
in our simple model are naturally pinned down by long-run averages in the data. Our
calibration choices are summarized in Table 2.
We select the discount factor β = 1.041/4 to be consistent with an annual real interest
rate of 4%. The value σ = 1.5 corresponds to a standard calibration of the intertemporal
elasticity. The replacement rate of unemployment benefits is set to κ = 0.6, in the middle
14

of the range typically used in the search and matching literature. We fix capital’s share
of output and the capital depreciation rate to standard values of α = 0.32 and δ = 0.03,
respectively. The quarterly job separation rate is set to 0.08, consistent with a summary of
the evidence in Yashiv (2008).
We fix the size and persistence of the productivity news shock, as well as the horizon of
its arrival, to be consistent with our point estimates of the TFP response to our identified
shock. As depicted in Figure 1, there is a gradual build up of productivity after agents learn
of the change. The implied values are σx = 0.05, ρx = 0.90, and h = 9.
As a final parameter, we need to fix an , the cost of vacancy postings. The choice of this
parameter is important, as it implicitly (in conjunction with our other targets) pins down
the share of output that goes to workers’ wages. We follow Fujita and Ramey (2012), who
draw on survey evidence on employer recruitment behavior cited in Barron et al. (1997) and
Barron and Bishop (1985) to arrive at an estimate that vacancy posting costs constitute 17%
of the marginal product of labor. This corresponds to a value of 0.301 for an , which implies
that 1.2% of gross firm revenues accrue to firms as surplus from labor relationships.

4.1

Estimation Procedure

We estimate our model parameters using via a standard impulse response matching exercise,
where the target impulse responses correspond to the responses for all six of the variables in
our baseline VAR (that is, Yt ) for horizons of up to 40 periods.6 Because we aim to match
40 periods, we fix the horizon of the MA terms in the wage process at H = 40.
Let ψ̂ denote the column vector stacking our point estimates of each of these impulse
responses. Then our target objective function corresponds to
L(θ) = (ψ̂ − ψ(θ))0 W (ψ̂ − ψ(θ))

(24)

where θ ≡ {θ, φ, , γ0 , γ1 , ....γH } is the vector of parameters we seek to estimate and W is a
diagonal matrix consisting of the inverse of the bootstrapped variances of each entry in ψ̂.7
6

Because we calibrate the parameters of the exogenous process for TFP in Table 2, including the impulse
response of TFP in the target moments p̂si is irrelevant for our results.
7
Estimating the agnostic wage process occasionally delivers “jagged” responses near the end of the impulse
response horizon. For this reason, we augment the loss function (24) with a small penalty for acceleration
(changes in the growth rate) of the wage. This penalty accounts for less than 1% of the loss function at the
optimum and does not affect our results in any qualitative way.
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Table 3: Parameter Estimates (Agnostic Wage)

4.2

Parameter

Concept

θ
φ


External Habit
Capital Adj. Cost
Matching function elasticity

Estimate

Std. Err.

0.510
1.824
0.857

0.101
1.618
0.025

Results

Table 3 reports our baseline estimates for the first three elements of θ̂ ≡ arg min L(θ)
along with standard errors generated from the asymptotic delta method following GuerronQuintana et al. (2017). For brevity, we refrain from reporting numerical values for each of
the 41 parameters of γ̂(L), and refer the reader instead to the figures below for their implications for the wage. Our structural parameter estimates are largely in line with existing
literature.8
Figure 3 plots the impulse responses from our empirical identification procedure against
those implied by our estimated model in response to a news shock. The model fit is excellent.
The model almost exactly matches the impact effect, as well as the subsequent trajectories, of
output and hours in the data. The response of the stock price is somewhat muted on impact
relative to the data, but quickly catches up as investment and employment rise. Investment,
in turn, rises less quickly in the model than in the data, but subsequent dynamics are similar.
Figure 4 plots the impulse response of our estimated agnostic wage process following a
news shock. We overlay empirical impulse responses from 19 commonly used aggregate and
industry-level wage series to our identified shock. The latter serve to highlight both the
considerable heterogeneity in responses across various measures of the real wage, but also
the presence of several systematic components of how wages respond to news about future
movements in TFP. In particular, all but four of the series fall on impact, and all but two of
the series eventually rise above their initial levels in response to the shock. As it happens,
these features are precisely what we find in our agnostic wage process. Furthermore, it
bears emphasizing that the model wage was in no way constrained to match these empirical
patterns: Our estimation procedure relied on the six series in Yt alone.
8

Estimates of the elasticity of the matching function with respect to vacancies, , tend to vary depending
on the methodology and data. Our estimate is relatively high, but within the range reported in Petrongolo
and Pissarides (2001) and similar to the value estimated by Yashiv (2000) (0.87). Our estimate of the
external habit, θ, is similar to values commonly found in the DSGE estimation literature, such as Christiano
et al. (2005) (0.6) and Gertler et al. (2008) (0.7).
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Figure 3: Quantity responses: Model (agnostic wage) and data
There are three principal take-aways from our estimation exercise: (i) A parsimoniouslyspecified labor search model with an entirely agnostic wage process can replicate the economy’s dynamics response to a news shock; (ii) in order to do so, wages must fall on impact,
remain low throughout the anticipation period, and rise quickly when the shock is realized;
and (iii) such a wage response lies squarely within the range of empirical responses of wages
to our identified shock, and is thus empirically plausible.
Of course, any reduced-form specification of wages, however well it may fit the data, is of
limited utility beyond its ability to ultimately inform a structural theory of wage determination. We therefore take up the task of searching for a structural theory of wage determination
that reflects what we have learned from our semi-structural exercise.

5

A Flow-Based Model of Wage Determination

Is there a structural model of wage determination that is consistent with our estimated
agnostic wage process—and thus consistent with the economy’s dynamic response to a news
shock?
Models in which wages depend explicitly on the present discounted value of match surplus,
such as Nash bargaining, will generally struggle to generate sizable anticipatory responses to
17
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Figure 4: Wage response: Model (agnostic wage) and data
news shocks such as those we observe in the data. This is because, in the presence of matching
frictions, a forward-looking wage throttles the benefits of hiring today in anticipation of
higher future productivity. Indeed, as discussed above, most standard measures of real
wages fall on impact in response to our identified shock, suggesting that such models will be
poor candidates for explaining the data, both in terms of quantities and wages.
In light of this intuition, a natural alternative is a sharing rule based on the flow match
surplus, rather than the present discounted value of match surplus. We thus propose a
simple model of wage determination according to which workers receive a share of firms’
available cash flow after accounting for payments to capital and the costs of hiring. This
model, and the intuition underlying it, is closely related to the model studied by den Haan
and Kaltenbrunner (2009). In particular, we consider a model in which wages are given by
Wt = ω0 Pt

(25)

where
Pt ≡

Yt − Rt Kt − an Vt
.
Nt

(26)

This process embodies the qualitative features towards which our estimated agnostic wage
process pointed. Namely, it allows for wages to fall in response to expectations of a future
18

Table 4: Parameter Estimates (Flow wage)
Parameter

Concept

θ
φ

ωF

External Habit
Capital Adj. Cost
Matching function elasticity
Flow term

Estimate

Std. Err.

0.230
5.673
0.827
0.682

0.181
1.658
0.003
0.004

increase in productivity, and then rise when that increased productivity is finally realized.
Why does the wage fall in response to expectations of future productivity? In the world we
consider, a strong labor market is high is one in which (i) employment is high, so the average
product of labor is relatively low, and (ii) expenditures on vacancies are relatively high, so
cash flows after accounting for posting and capital costs are relatively low. Thus the wage
can fall and the economy can boom when good news about future productivity arrives.9

5.1

Estimation

We next re-estimate the structural model described in the preceding section, replacing the
flexible agnostic wage process with a version of (25) intended to allow the data to choose
between our model and a simple inertial wage rule:
F

1−ω
Wt = ω0 Ptω Wt−1

F

(27)

where ω0 is calibrated to match labor’s share of income and ω F is directly estimated. The
model is otherwise identical to the model described in Section 3, and the estimation procedure
is likewise unchanged. Since we are no longer estimating the 41 parameters associated
with the reduced-form MA(40) wage process, and are instead estimating a single parameter
governing the importance of the flow wage component, we are estimating 40 fewer parameters.
Table 4 reports results from our estimated model with the flow-based model of wage
determination. Parameter estimates are broadly in line with the estimates from the model
with the agnostic wage in Table 3. We estimate a somewhat lower degree of habit formation,
a somewhat higher capital adjustment cost, and a nearly identical value for the matching
function elasticity.
9
Our main results continue to hold if we instead define Pt as per-worker cash flows net of capital costs
only, Pt ≡ (Yt − Rt Kt )/Nt .
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Importantly, we estimate a value of 0.68 for ω F , the weight on the flow wage process. This
suggests that the flow wage process we describe is quantitatively important for accounting
for quantity responses to a news shock. It is instructive to reflect on why this number might
not be even higher. In particular, consider the case when there is no inertial component,
so that ω F = 1. Momentarily neglecting capital, in this scenario it can be shown that the
wage is proportional to the marginal product of labor.10 It follows that the model will be
unable to generate any significant volatility in hiring and thus hours. On the other hand, if
ω F = 0, wages are entirely fixed; this case, wages again cannot fall on impact to the shock
and hours will not move significantly prior to the realization of the shock. The value that
we find for ω F of 0.68 balances these forces, allowing employment to rise and hours to fall
in anticipation of the shock.
Figure 5 plots the impulse responses from our empirical identification procedure against
those implied by our simple model of wage setting. Despite the fact that we now have 40
fewer degrees of freedom, the model fit remains excellent. Observationally, there is little
difference between Figures 3 and 5, while the minimized value of the criterion has increased
only marginally despite the parsimony of the model—both in terms of the underlying search
and matching structure and the single-parameter structural model of a flow-based wage.
To assess the correspondence between our estimated agnostic wage and our tightlyparameterized structural wage setting model, Figure 6 plots the response of both estimated
wages processes as well as our panel of empirical wage responses. We include the flexible
Nash bargained wage as a point of comparison.
Our estimated flow-based model of the wage is nearly identical to the 41-parameter
reduced-form wage process we estimated in the previous section. Furthermore, both series
lie well within the range of the empirical wage responses to our identified shock, falling on
impact and eventually rising when the shock is realized. The Nash wage, by contrast, adjusts
by a negligible amount on impact, only rising once the productivity improvement is realized.
The inability of the Nash wage to fall on impact makes it incapable of generating the large
anticipation effects on output and employment that we observe in the data.

5.2

Flow Wage: Critical Features

The empirical success of our simple flow-based wage mechanism rests on two key elements.
The first critical feature is that the wage depends on contemporaneous cash flows, not the
10

Precisely, Wt = ΦN ·

Yt
Nt

where ΦN is the steady state share of compensation accruing to labor.
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Figure 5: Quantity responses: Model (flow wage) and data
present discounted value of match surplus. For a given real interest rate and wage, expectations about higher future productivity increase the incentive for firms to post vacancies
ahead of the realization of the shock. The question for the different wage mechanisms then
becomes: how do real interest rates adjust in equilibrium?
If wages split the current period’s surplus—cash flows net of non-wage costs—news about
future productivity does not directly feed back into the wage, so that current hiring, output,
and consumption can rise in anticipation of the shock. Higher current output, in turn, drives
down the current marginal product of labor and wages while higher current consumption
mitigates an increase the real interest rate, thus sustaining the increase in vacancy posting
incentives.
In contrast, if wages are forward-looking and depend on the present-discounted value of
match surplus, then the conjectured increase in the value of vacancies will increase wages,
decreasing current hiring and consumption, forcing up the real interest rate which further
decreasing the incentive to post vacancies. Through this negative feedback loop, the Nash
bargained wage prevents a boom in anticipation of the future productivity, providing a result
somewhat akin to the classic finding of Barro and King (1984), now adapted to the search
economy.
This qualitative description of the mechanism that allows employment to rise in response
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Figure 6: Estimated wage responses in data and model.
to an anticipated shock is general, but the quantitative power of the mechanism relies on a
second key feature: the avereage share of match surplus captured by firms must be relatively
small. This is precisely the observation of Hagedorn and Manovskii (2008) applied to the
present context of anticipated shocks to productivity: When firms receive a small fraction
of the total surplus, small changes in productivity translate to large (in percentage terms)
changes in the value of a match, and leading to high volatility of firms’ vacancy posting
choices.

5.3

Non-targeted Moments

We next consider our model’s implications for two widely studied features of labor markets
that were not targeted in the course of estimation: the Beveridge curve and labor’s share of
income.
5.3.1

Beveridge Curve

Is our model consistent with the observed negative relationship between unemployment and
vacancies in the data? To evaluate this, we compute the Beveridge curve using the most
recent vacancy data (1996Q1-2016Q4) constructed as in Barnichon (2010), following the
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procedure of Elsby et al. (2015).
We estimate the slope of the Beveridge curve via OLS using the data described above
and find a value of −0.32. Performing the same analysis on data simulated from our model,
we find a value of -0.25. Figure 7 plots the curve for historical data and a single simulation
of the same length. We take the ability of model to match these this out-of-sample target
as further evidence that our estimated model provides a plausible account of labor market
fluctuations.
5.3.2

Labor Share

What does our identified shock imply for labor’s share of income, and is it consistent with
our model? Because we prefer not to take a strong stance on the “right” wage series, to
answer the first question, we construct labor’s share of income using the average response of
our panel of hourly wages, together with our series for hours and real GDP. Figure 8 depicts
the empirical response of labor’s share of income to our identified shock from Section 2. To
answer the second question, we superimpose our model’s implied response of labor’s share
of income to the news shock.
In the model, we find that labor’s share falls very modestly in the model in response to
the shock, and remains negative throughout the anticipation period and after the shock is
realized. In the data (using the average of our wage series), labor’s share likewise falls on
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Figure 8: Labor’s share of income and surplus
impact, briefly rises above its initial value when the shock is realized, before again falling
to a lower level. None of these movements, however, are statistically distinguishable from
a zero response. These results for the labor share of income contrast with the findings of
Rı́os-Rull and Santaeulàlia-Llopis (2010) for identified surprise technology shocks.
Despite the fact that the labor share is (close to) acyclical in both the model and the
estimated data, we find that the model’s implication for labor’s share of surplus is much
more pronounced. Labor’s share of surplus is strongly counter-cyclical, falling by as much as
1.5 percentage points in response to the productivity shock. These endogenous fluctuations
of labor’s share of surplus are essential for the model’s ability to deliver large swings in
employment in response to our anticipated productivity shock.

6

Conclusion

This paper revisits a set of negative conclusions regarding the potential of productivity to be
a main driver of labor market fluctuations. We show that both the data and a simple model
of labor search are consistent with an important role for anticipated productivity shocks. The
key requirement is a process for wages that falls modestly in response to good news about
the future. Simple empirical wage measures provide tentative support for wages responding
in this manner and a simple and plausible model of structural wage determination based on
24

cash flows delivers realistic responses from the theory.
One implication of our findings is that contemporaneous correlations, for example regarding the cyclicality of wages or the correlation of TFP with other variables, can mask
important dynamic relationships that suggest tighter relationships between these objects.
Similarly, focusing on only a portion of the spectrum in considering covariances can lead
researchers to miss relationships that exist across frequencies in the data. While these insights are not new for macroeconomists, our results suggest that business cycle researchers
should continue to take these features of the data into account as they search for the origins
of fluctuations.
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A

Stationary Representation

The model described in the body of the text is trend stationary with respect to laboraugmenting technological progress, Xt . Denoting by tildes the stationary counterparts to
non-stationary variables, we can write the model in terms of only stationary variables:
 α
Ỹt = At K̃t (γx,t Nt )1−α
St =

(28)

1 − Nt
1 − pt

(29)

Nt = (1 − λ)Nt−1 + Mt
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−σ
˜t ≡
where Ωt,t+1 ≡ β µ̃µ̃t+1
γx,t
and non-stationary variables are detrended according to ∆
t
∆t
∆t
K
˜
for ∆t ∈ {Yt , Ct , Dt , Wt , Kt , It , µN
−σ for ∆t ∈ {µt , µt }.
t } and ∆t ≡
Xt−1

B

Xt−1

Steady State and Calibration

We use the restrictions imposed by the deterministic steady state of the model, together with
long-run values of N̄ , Φ̄N and q̄ taken from the data, to analytically solve for all remaining
endogenous variables, as well as χ and an . Below, all variables are detrended, and variables
with bars denote long-run values taken from the data.
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The first-order condition for investment implies that

µK
µ

= 1. This, together with the

first-order condition for period-ahead capital imply
R=

1
− 1 + δ.
Ω

Solving the capital demand equation gives
 1/(α−1)
R
K = N̄ γx
α
which allows us to solve for output
Y = K α (γx N̄ )1−α .
The timing of the labor market, together with the requirement that M = λN̄ , implies that
the number of searching workers is
S = 1 − (1 − λ)N̄
from which we obtain p and V using the definition of match probabilities for firms and
workers, respectively
p = M/S
V = M/q̄.
With values of S, V and M , we use the matching function to solve for match efficiency χ
χ = M/(V  S 1− ).
We next use the long-run value of labor’s share of income Φ̄N ≡
steady-state wage
W = Φ̄N Y /N̄
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W N̄
Y

to pin down the

and the vacancy posting condition to solve for the vacancy posting cost an


α

K
q̄
(1 − α)A
an =
−W .
1 − (1 − λ)Ωγx
N̄ γx
Finally, the law of motion for capital and the aggregate resource constraint imply
I = K(γx − 1 + δ0 )
and
C = Y − G − an V − I.

C

Data Sources and Construction

Our main VAR specification consists of TFP, output, consumption, investment, hours, and
the stock price. Except when otherwise noted, we download these series from the FRED
database of the St. Louis Federal Reserve Bank.
For TFP, we use the capacity utilization adjusted measure described by Basu et al. (2006)
and downloaded from https://www.frbsf.org/economic-research/indicators-data/ on June 1,
2019. To compute the level of TFP we cumulate the growth rates starting from the initial
observation in 1947Q2.
Quantity variables are provided in real per-capita terms. Our population series is the
civilian non-institutional population ages 16 and over, produced by the BLS. We convert this
series to quarterly frequency using a three-month average and smooth it using an HP-filter
with penalty parameter λ = 1600 to account for occasional jumps in the series that occur
after census years and CPS rebasings (see Edge and Gürkaynak (2010)). Our deflator series
is the GDP deflator produced by the BEA national accounts.
For output, we use seasonally adjusted nominal output produced by the BEA divided by
the population and the GDP deflator. For investment, we take the sum of nominal gross private domestic investment and personal expenditure on durable goods, again divided by the
population and the GDP deflator. Consumption consists of nominal personal consumption
expenditures on non-durables and services, also divided by the GDP deflator and population. Our measure of total private sector hours come from the BLS Labor Productivity and
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Table 5: CES Sectoral Wage Series
Sector

Code

Total Private
Goods Producing
Mining
Manufacturing
Services
Trade, Transportation, and Utilities
Wholesale Trade
Retail Trade
Transportation and Warehousing
Utilities
Information
Financial Activities
Professional and Business Services
Education and Health Services
Leisure and Hospitality
Other Services

AHETPI
CES0600000008
CES1000000008
CES3000000008
CES0800000008
CES4000000008
CES4142000008
CES4200000008
CES4300000008
CES4422000008
CES5000000008
CES5500000008
CES6000000008
CES6500000008
CES7000000008
CES8000000008

Costs release (Nonfarm Business Sector: Hours of All Persons) and is also divided by the
population.
Lastly, our measure of real stock prices comes from Robert Shiller, and was download
from on June 1, 2019.
We augment these variables with 19 measures of the aggregate and sectoral wages. Our
preferred wage measure is comes from the BEA National Accounts, series code A132RC,
and consists of wage and salary compensation for private industries. To arrive at an hourly
wage, we divide this hours series used above and the GDP deflator.
The additional elements of wage panel includes (i) median weekly earnings divided by
the GDP deflator from the BLS’s Current Population Survey (ii) the new hire real wage
series produced by Basu and House (2016) and downloaded from and (iii) sixteen additional
hourly wage series originating from the super-sector classification level of the BLS’s Current
Establishment Survey. These series are listed in Table 5. We download each form the FRED
database in nominal terms divid them by the GDP deflator to arrive at real hours wages.
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Figure 9: Comparison with the Kurmann and Sims (2017) procedure for target horizons of 20
through 160 quarters.

D

Robustness

D.1

Empirical Exercise

Our empirical impulse responses are robust to (i) changing the number of lags in the VAR
(ii) running in VECM imposing one, two, or more trends in the data and (iii) expanding
the set of observables in Yt to include additional variables, such as alternative labor market
indicators.
As noted in the main text, our agnostic identification procedure yield impulse responses
that very similar to those implied by the News identification procedure of Kurmann and
Sims (2017). Those authors identify a news shock as the shock that explains the largest
portion of the forecast error of TFP as some distant horizon, taking a horizon of 80 quarters
as their baseline. Figure 9 presents the impulse responses from our estimation along with
range of point estimates generated by apply their procedure for horizons between 20 and 160
quarters. The figure shows that the impulse responses implied by this alternative procedure
are quite similar to our own, except with respect to the stock price (which is marginally
significant in any case.)
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Figure 10: Robustness

D.2

Model

As discussed in the text, our parsimonious model provides an excellent fit for the data.
Beyond the flow-based model of the wage, our model incorporates two standard features
from the DSGE estimation literature that help it to match the data: an external habit in
consumption (θ) and capital adjustment costs (φ). Figure 10 reports impulse responses from
our estimated flow-wage model when we separately shut down these features.
Shutting down habit formation (dashed line) generates a counterfactually large impact
response in consumption and a counterfactual negative impact response from investment, as
expected. Shutting down capital adjustment costs, on the other hand, is associated with a
marginally smaller decline in the wage during the anticipation period, and a corresponding
reduction in the magnitude in the response of hours, output and consumption.
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